
“Nagoya Castle” and
“Toyota Commemorative
Museum of Industry and 
Technology”

13：00 Departing from Nagoya Sta.

13：30 Nagoya Castle

Visiting the accurately restoredMain Palace,
which is said to be a masterpiece of castle
architecture. Drinking Matcha at
NinomaruTeaHouse.

15：30 ToyotaCommemorativeMuseum

of IndustryandTechnology

Visiting the Toyota Group's facility to
see exhibits and demonstrations on the
evolution of industry and technology,
with a focus on textile machinery and
automobiles.

17：00 Arriving at a Hotel in Nagoya



“Nagoya Castle” and
“The Tokugawa Art Museum”, 
“Tokugawaen”

13：00 Departing from Nagoya Sta.

13：30 Nagoya Castle

Visiting the accurately restored Main Palace,
which is said to be a masterpiece of castle
architecture. Enjoying Japanese-style sweet at
KinshachiYokocho.

15：30 The TokugawaArt Museum

and Tokugawaen

Viewing the collection of items related to
samurai culture, such as armor and tea
ceremony tools, and stroll through the
adjacent Japanese garden.

17：00 Arriving at a Hotel in Nagoya



“Toyota Commemorative
Museum of Industry and 
Technology” and “SCMAGLEV 
and Railway Park”

13：00 Departing from Nagoya Sta.

13：30 ToyotaCommemorativeMuseum

of IndustryandTechnology

Visiting the Toyota Group's facility to see
exhibits and demonstrations on the
evolution of industry and technology, with
a focus on textile machinery and
automobiles.

15：30 SCMAGLEV and Railway Park

Observing the "progress of high-speed rail
technology" through exhibits on the
Shinkansen, conventional railways, and
the Superconducting Maglev.

17：30 Arriving at a Hotel in Nagoya



13：00 Departing from Nagoya Sta.

13：30 ToyotaCommemorativeMuseum

ofIndustryandTechnology

Visiting the Toyota Group's facility to see
exhibits and demonstrations on the evolution
of industry and technology, with a focus on
textile machinery and automobiles.

15：30 Visiting the Osu Shopping District

The charm of the Osu shopping district is
that it is a "hodgepodge" of old and new
things, as well as multinational cultures.
There are about 1,200 stores and facilities in
the arcade, where you can shop and eat.

17：30 Arriving at a Hotel in Nagoya

“Toyota Commemorative
Museum of Industry and 
Technology” and visiting the Osu
Shopping District



“Inuyama Castle and Castle 
Town” and Downtown 
Nagoya

13：00 Departing from Nagoya Sta.

14： 00 “Inuyama Castle and Castle
Town” including a visit of mechanical
doll museum

Visiting a national treasure Inuyama
Castle, the oldest existing wooden castle
tower in Japan. Enjoy eating and
shopping in the town and visit Japanese
traditional mechanical doll museum.

17：00 Downtown Nagoya

Strolling in the Sakae area, including
photogenic Oasis 21 and the Chubu
Electric Power MIRAI TOWER.

18：00 Arriving at a Hotel in Nagoya


